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Abstract  This work proposes a possible use of the same geometry,  based on the fundamental
Pythagorean triple 3,4 and 5,  to have the proper planning of  the Roman towns of  Como and
Verona. The towns had been located in quite diferent environmental conditons, but it seems that
the soluton that the Roman surveyors used was the same. Previously, a possible orientaton of
these towns according to solstces had been proposed. Here we consider this orientaton in the
framework of the geometrical approach too. 
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The plan of the Roman colonies was implemented by means of a land survey method which is
known as  limitatio or  ceoturiatio.   It  is characterized by a layout in the form of a square or
rectangular grid, created by parallel  and perpendicular roads and canals, which subdivided the
settlement into iosulae, which were the house-blocks in the towns or the agricultural plots in the
countryside. In some cases these plots were allocated to Roman army veterans [1]. Of course, the
choice of the place of a town or colony was dictated by the local environment and the presence of
rivers and roads.
To subdivide the land for the colony, the surveyor (grimatcus) frst identfed a central viewpoint,
known as  the  umbilicus  agri or  umbilicus  sili.  He  then  took  up  his  positon  there  and,  afer
assuming a specifc orientaton, defned the territory with the following names: ultra, the land he
saw in front of him; citra, the land behind him; dextera, the land to his right; sioistra, the land to
his  lef [2,3].  He then traced two road axes  perpendicular  to  each other.  The frst  was called
decumaous maximus, the second the  cardi maximus. Afer a grid of parallel and perpendicular
roads were traced to subdivide the land into insulae.  According to the Latn writer Frontnus [3],
who  was  referring  Varro,  the  Romans  inherited  the  manner  to  subdivide  the  land  from  the
Etruscan Doctrine. He also tells the determinaton of the two main axes of the centuriaton, that is,
of the decumanus and cardo, was made by an aruspex that was a soothsayer or diviner.
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We read in [3] that the decumanus runs from irieos to  iccasus,  that is from the sunrise to the
sunset. Afer these words, some scholars, such as Barthel [2], argued for an orientaton of the
decumanus towards the point of the horizon were the sun was rising, secuodum cielum, but other
scholars maintained that the orientaton was just dictated by the local environment or by the main
roads of the area, as stressed by Le Gall and Castagnoli [4,5].  In any case, to have the regular grids
of the limitaton matching the local environments, secuodum oaturam, the Roman surveyors had
to  rotate  the  grids.  The  surveyors  had  some  rules,  that  we  can  fnd  in  the  literature  of  the
Gromatci, which are defned as varati [6,7]. Varato is also mentoned by Vitruvius [8].
According to [9], the term varati, also written uarati, refers to a process of oblique surveying.  As
told by [9],   it  has been shown by Anne Roth-Congès [10] that at  least  two approaches were
employed; there was a  uarati fumiois [11], by means of which the distance of an inaccessible
point could be calculated by the constructon of right angled triangles, and there was a uarati io
agris diuisis,  that the surveyors could made by means of lines “along the hypotenuse of  right
angled triangles defned in a rectangular coordinate system” [9]. This second  uarati is the one
which is statstcally analyzed in [9]. As stressed by John Peterson, when introducing his analysis,
the variety of observed oblique relatonships, that is (1:1, 1:2, 2:3, 3:4 …),  is limited. For what
concerns a possible orientaton with a sightng by stars [12], Peterson considers it an approach
“which does not seem very feasible, since it would have obliged surveyors to work at night”.
Besides the study of varato concerning the Hadrian’s Wall and the Wetterau Limes [9],  we can fnd
the varato considered for the orientaton of the Roman towns in Spain [13]. In [14], the approach
of [13] is considered with a specifc aim. The authors of [13], that have studied the orientaton of
81 Roman towns in the Iberian Peninsula having varato angles with aspect ratos up to 12:12,
“want to discern whether the orientatons were astronomical, purely geometrical, or if geometry
could have fostered astronomical aims by using selected and well-known angles to trace lines that
ftted the desired astronomical purposes.” The work is, according to their words, “an attempt to
shed more light to the issue of the orientaton of Roman towns by combining two hypotheses that,
in contrast to what it might seem, could be complementary but not contrary.” 
Of course, also for the Roman towns in Italy, the study of their varato could be an interestng
research. The reason of the research could be the same as for  [14]. In the case we have a town
that seems oriented, for instance, to the sunrise on solstces, we could ask ourselves if this town
was subjected to  a procedure of varato too.  In the case of a positve answer, a further queston
could be: is this varato also the best for the orientaton secuodum oaturam? 
As a consequence, the aim of our paper is not that of analyzing all the cases, but just to attract the
interest of the researchers of the topic of varato into the layout of Roman towns in Italy.
Among the towns that have a possible solstce orientaton, we fnd Como and Verona [15].  For
what concerns Como, we know that it was around the 1st century BC that the territory became
subject to Rome. In origin, the town was situated on the nearby hills. It was moved to the current
locaton by Julius Caesar. The newly founded town, in  59 BC, was named Nivum Cimum. 
In the case of Verona, its territory became Roman about 300 BC. Verona became a Roman colony
in 89 BC, and it  was classifed as a municipium in 49 BC.
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Figure 1:  Thanks to Acme Mapper,  https://mapper.acme.com, we can appreciate very well the
terrain of Como (upper panel) and Verona (lower panel). The core of the Roman Verona is in the
bend of the Adige river. 
Figure 2. Thanks to Acme Mapper and  © OpenStreetMap contributors, we can see the layout of
the two towns; on the lef Como is shown, and on the right Verona.  OpenStreetMap (CC BY-SA).
The same for the images here given.
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As we can see from the Figure 1, the terrain of the two towns is quite diferent. But, as shown by
the Figure 2, the layout is the same. So let us consider if we can fnd a possible geometry of this
layout. We assume that the  insulae of the centuriaton were squares and that the squares had,
more or less,  the same size.  Let us note that, during the centuries, the insulae had been deformed
and therefore it  is  difcult to see today the original  Roman layout perfectly maintained in the
town. 
  
Figure 3: Como and its rectangular triangle 3,4 and 5 shown on a epsg.io map (© MapTiler  ©
OpenStreetMap contributors).
Figure 4: The same rectangular triangle 3,4 and 5  in Verona shown on a epsg.io map (© MapTiler
© OpenStreetMap contributors).
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In the Figures 3 and 4 we have found rectangular triangles which could have been determined by
the  varato.  The  hypotenuses  are  coincident  to  the  east-west  directon.  The  cathet  seem to
correspond to 3 and 4 insulae respectvely. So we have that the rectangular triangle is that of the
fundamental Pythagorean triple 3,4 and 5. In the fgure 5 we show a corresponding ideal scheme.
The  two  cathet give  the  directons  of  the  decumanus  and  the  cardo.   The  angle  that  the
decumanus  and  the  hypotenuse  form  is  given  by  α=arctan(3/4)=36.87° .  Therefore,  the
azimuth  from true North, of the decumanus is 53,13°.
Figure 5
As previously told, these two tows have been proposed as oriented to solstces [15-17]. So let us
consider  the sunrise  azimuth on summer solstce at  Como and Verona,  for  the years  of  their
foundatons. We use sofware CalSKY, which gives sunrise and sunset directons on an astronomical
horizon. The angles are given according to the true azimuth, that is, from true North.
We can see that, within an error of one degree, we are close to the directon of the decumanus
given in the Figure 5 (ideal case). Now, let us consider the Decumanus maximus of Como, today via
Indipendenza: it has an azimuth from true North of 55°, evaluated by means of Google Earth.  In
Verona, the Decumanus (Corso Sant’Anastasia) has an azimuth of 54,7°.
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These angles are, within a degree, in agreement. The fact that the towns were planned according
to the varato 3:4 seems well posed. But that this varato was chosen to have the towns aligned to
sunrise on solstces could be simply a coincidence. Let us conclude observing that in the case of
Como, the natural horizon is quite diferent from the astronomical horizon, so the alignment of the
decumani  and  the  sun  cannot  be  observed.  An  astronomical  orientaton  has  therefore  to  be
considered as an ideal one.  
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